AN UNCOMPROMISING PASSION FOR RACING.
BMW M PERFORMANCE PARTS.

BMW M3. BMW M5. BMW M6. BMW X5 M AND BMW X6 M.
The history of BMW motorsport is shaped by great racing cars. In 1929, the 3/15 took the first victory for BMW at the prestigious Alpine Rally, completing every one of the five daily stages from Munich to Lake Como in record time. In the following decades, legendary racing cars including the BMW 328, BMW 3.0 CSL, BMW M1 and the BMW M3 defended their places among the motorsport elite, celebrating countless victories and major titles. Among them, the first overall victory in the history of the DTM German touring car series in 1993, a WTCC hat-trick from 2010 to 2011 and the spectacular 2011 victory at the Nürburgring 24 Hours race. And in 2012, when BMW returned to the DTM for the first time since 1992, the occasion was marked with yet another hat-trick. Bruno Spengler took the driver’s title and BMW scored top positions in the manufacturers’ championship and the team rankings.

The power of M, evidently, is unbeatable. It is also continuing apace with absolute high performance on race tracks all over the world in 2013. As the driver of a BMW M model, you know exactly what that means when it comes to maximum sportiness but also uncompromising everyday practicality. All features embodied by BMW M Performance Parts.
FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE ATHLETES.

BMW M PERFORMANCE PARTS FOR THE BMW M3.

1. BMW M Performance carbon wing mirror caps
   From high-tech and strikingly individual. Carefully handcrafted from 93% per cent carbon, ultra lightweight and perfectly matched.

2. BMW M Performance exhaust system
   From the race track directly to the road. Made with Inconel® and titanium, as used in motorsport, the system features two dual tailpipes with sophisticated high-tech design. The result: a powerful sound performance, high-temperature resistance fitting for racing and over 45% per cent less weight.

3. BMW M Performance carbon interior trim
   In 100% per cent carbon, the lightweight motorsport material. With an unrivalled three-dimensional appearance, a shine that results from six to seven layers of varnish and precise hand-craftsmanship.

4. BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel
   Racing, up close. Optimum grip—even in extreme driving situations—thanks to Alcantara covering the entire steering wheel rim. Striking three-colour BMW M stitching and leather BMW M marker at the 12 o’clock position.

5. BMW M Performance carbon front splitter
   Extremely aerodynamic design and a very powerful look with carbon providing sporty emphasis. And, as you would expect, hand-crafted.

6. BMW M Performance side stripes
   For an even more muscular race-car look. The design of the BMW M Performance side stripes is perfectly adapted to the design of your BMW M3. Thewill typical assurance clear message at first sight—this is M.

7. BMW M Performance carbon rear spoiler
   A distinctive sign of sporting superiority. Crafted by hand, this rear spoiler reduces rear axle lift.

8. BMW M Performance carbon front splitter
   Extremely aerodynamic design and a very powerful look with carbon providing sporty emphasis. And, as you would expect, hand-crafted.

9. BMW M Performance front grille
   No compromise, just an uncompromisingly sporty appearance. Frame and vertical slats in black.

10. BMW M Performance light alloy wheels
    Extensively aerodynamic design and very powerful look with carbon providing sporty emphasis. And, as you would expect, hand-crafted.

11. BMW M Performance carbon rear spoiler
    Extremely aerodynamic design and a very powerful look with carbon providing sporty emphasis. And, as you would expect, hand-crafted.

12. BMW M Performance exhaust system
    From the race track directly to the road. Made with Inconel® and titanium, as used in motorsport, the system features two dual tailpipes with sophisticated high-tech design. The result: a powerful sound performance, high-temperature resistance fitting for racing and over 45% per cent less weight.

13. BMW M Performance interior trim
    In 100% per cent carbon, the lightweight motorsport material. With an unrivalled three-dimensional appearance, a shine that results from six to seven layers of varnish and precise hand-craftsmanship.

14. BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel
    Racing, up close. Optimum grip—even in extreme driving situations—thanks to Alcantara covering the entire steering wheel rim. Striking three-colour BMW M stitching and leather BMW M marker at the 12 o’clock position.

15. BMW M Performance carbon front splitter
    Extremely aerodynamic design and a very powerful look with carbon providing sporty emphasis. And, as you would expect, hand-crafted.

16. BMW M Performance front grille
    No compromise, just an uncompromisingly sporty appearance. Frame and vertical slats in black.

17. BMW M Performance light alloy wheels
    Extensively aerodynamic design and very powerful look with carbon providing sporty emphasis. And, as you would expect, hand-crafted.

18. BMW M Performance carbon rear spoiler
    Extremely aerodynamic design and a very powerful look with carbon providing sporty emphasis. And, as you would expect, hand-crafted.

19. BMW M Performance exhaust system
    From the race track directly to the road. Made with Inconel® and titanium, as used in motorsport, the system features two dual tailpipes with sophisticated high-tech design. The result: a powerful sound performance, high-temperature resistance fitting for racing and over 45% per cent less weight.

20. BMW M Performance interior trim
    In 100% per cent carbon, the lightweight motorsport material. With an unrivalled three-dimensional appearance, a shine that results from six to seven layers of varnish and precise hand-craftsmanship.
THE HIGHEST STANDARDS IN DESIGN AND DYNAMICS.
BMW M PERFORMANCE PARTS FOR THE BMW M5.

1 BMW M Performance carbon rear spoiler
Premium quality combines with a sporty spirit. The BMW M Performance carbon rear spoiler for the M5 is hand-crafted and blends seamlessly with the whole design. At the same time, it maximizes aerodynamics on the rear axle.

2 Black Line rear lights
Brilliant aesthetics through a combination of the fine grain of the lens and the black lower band. This elegant colour contrast enhances the night-grey stainless steel finish inside the light and lends the tail section an even more expressive character and distinctive appearance.

3 BMW M Performance exhaust system
For the car enthusiast, this exhaust system is a collaborative development from BMW M GmbH and AKRAPOVIC, a leading manufacturer of titanium exhaust systems. The result is resoundingly clear: The incomparably deep and resonant sound this product creates. The M Performance exhaust system, with its layout specifically developed for the M5, also impresses with its excellent temperature and corrosion resistance and 40 kg reduction in weight.

4 BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel
For the connoisseur: the M Performance exhaust system is a collaborative development from BMW M GmbH and AKRAPOVIC, a leading manufacturer of titanium exhaust systems. The result is resoundingly clear: The incomparably deep and resonant sound this product creates. The M Performance exhaust system, with its layout specifically developed for the M5, also impresses with its excellent temperature and corrosion resistance and 40 kg reduction in weight.

5 BMW M Performance interior trim
More than just cosmetic: the striking exhaust pipe finishers accentuate the powerful elegance of the BMW M5. Available in carbon or titanium. Depending on operating time and temperature, the titanium components in both optional finishers take on the metal’s characteristic yellow-blue hue.

6 BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel
A motorsport feel thanks to integrated race computer and dynamic BMW M Performance design. Display features the latest OLED technology, gear shift indicator and EfficientDynamics, Sport and Race modes. Open-pore carbon and Alcantara steering wheel offers excellent grip in even extreme driving situations.

7 BMW M Performance carbon interior trim
In 100 per cent carbon, the lightweight motorsport material. With an unrivalled three-dimensional appearance, a finish that results from six to seven layers of varnish and precise hand-craftsmanship.

8 BMW M Performance carbon or titanium exhaust pipe finishers
For the car enthusiast, this exhaust system is a collaborative development from BMW M GmbH and AKRAPOVIC, a leading manufacturer of titanium exhaust systems. The result is resoundingly clear: The incomparably deep and resonant sound this product creates. The M Performance exhaust system, with its layout specifically developed for the M5, also impresses with its excellent temperature and corrosion resistance and 40 kg reduction in weight.

9 BMW M Performance interior trim
More than just cosmetic: the striking exhaust pipe finishers accentuate the powerful elegance of the BMW M5. Available in carbon or titanium. Depending on operating time and temperature, the titanium components in both optional finishers take on the metal’s characteristic yellow-blue hue.

10 BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel
A motorsport feel thanks to integrated race computer and dynamic BMW M Performance design. Display features the latest OLED technology, gear shift indicator and EfficientDynamics, Sport and Race modes. Open-pore carbon and Alcantara steering wheel offers excellent grip in even extreme driving situations.

11 BMW M Performance carbon or titanium exhaust pipe finishers
For the car enthusiast, this exhaust system is a collaborative development from BMW M GmbH and AKRAPOVIC, a leading manufacturer of titanium exhaust systems. The result is resoundingly clear: The incomparably deep and resonant sound this product creates. The M Performance exhaust system, with its layout specifically developed for the M5, also impresses with its excellent temperature and corrosion resistance and 40 kg reduction in weight.

12 BMW M Performance interior trim
More than just cosmetic: the striking exhaust pipe finishers accentuate the powerful elegance of the BMW M5. Available in carbon or titanium. Depending on operating time and temperature, the titanium components in both optional finishers take on the metal’s characteristic yellow-blue hue.
POWER IN ITS MOST BEAUTIFUL FORM.

BMW M PERFORMANCE PARTS FOR THE BMW M6.

1. BMW M Performance stripes, front and rear
   Featuring the three typical M colours, the stripes highlight the power and unmistakable motorsport character of the BMW M6. The high-quality transfers are perfectly matched to the car’s design.

2. BMW M Performance rear diffusor, carbon
   Perfectly adapted to the design of the BMW M6, the rear diffusor is made in 100 % carbon. With its aerodynamic character, it also gives the rear profile a more sporty and masculine look.

3. BMW M Performance carbon rear spoiler
   Using the authenticity scale scope, carefully hand-crafted from 100 % carbon, ultra-lightweight and perfectly matched.

4. Front grille, black
   Sporad on sleek, elegant in mind. With surrounds and vertical lines in black.

5. BMW M Performance carbon front spoiler
   Premium quality combines with expressive power. The BMW M Performance carbon front spoiler for BMW M6 is hand-crafted and blends seamlessly with the vehicle design. At the same time, lift values on the rear axle are reduced.

A SOURCE OF SPEED.

In plain terms, carbon is carbon fibre reinforced with plastic. Emotionally speaking, it evokes the fascination and excitement of a purebred racing car. Whether it’s on the front splitter, the wing mirror caps or the rear spoiler – our elaborate hand-craftsmanship will give your vehicle an unmistakable motorsport look.
A striking and distinctive highlight on both sides. With the paintwork in body colour and the corresponding components in Ferric Grey, the side skirts add a unique touch. Lightweight with high stability and an excellent fit. The perfect demonstration of individual sportiness. The rear fins are available only for the BMW X5 M and are perfectly adapted to its lines.

Brilliant aesthetics through the combination of dark red and black. These lights give the rear of the car even more expressive character and a distinctive appearance. A perfect fit when it comes to design and the electrical system. Vehicles with halogen headlights will have the rear lights changed to LEDs.

Premier quality combines with a sporty spirit. The BMW M Performance carbon rear spoiler, available on the BMW X5 M, is hand-crafted and blends seamlessly with the vehicle design. At the same time, it values on the rear side as intended.

BMW M Performance side skirts

BMW M Performance Black Line rear lights

BMW M Performance carbon rear spoiler

BMW M Performance side stripes

BMW M Performance light alloy wheels

Double-spoke 311 M

BMW M Performance carbon front splitter

Front grille, black

BMW M Performance Alcantara steering wheel

Hand-crafted, with an exceptional, high-tech appearance – and unparalleled aerodynamic flair. With the BMW X5 M, filling up the BMW M Performance rear spoiler is also required.

BMW M Performance Alcantara seating wheel rim. Distinctive three-colour BMW M stitching and BMW M Leather marker at the 12 o’clock position. Perfectly suited to your BMW X5 M or BMW X6 M.

Alcantara is a microfiber cloth usually seen in higher trim levels for cars – in particular, in sports cars because it is considerably lighter than leather. Producing Alcantara is both elaborate and labor-intensive. The microfiber cloth is made exclusively in the Umbrian province Terni and is extremely durable, easy to clean. Thanks to its very low density, it is very comfortable to wear.
BMW 1 SERIES M COUPÉ PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Aerodynamics
- Side stripes
- Y-spoke M Alcantara steering wheel
- Top stripes
- Front grille, black
- Aluminium pedal covers
- Front and rear stripes
- Rear spoiler, carbon
- Front spoiler, carbon
- Front splitter, carbon
- Side mirror caps, carbon
- Exhause system

Cockpit
- 16” Y-spoke 359 M
- Alcantara steering wheel
- Aluminium pedal covers

Chassis

BMW M3 PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Aerodynamics
- Wing mirror caps, carbon
- Front splitter, carbon
- Front grille, black
- Rear spoiler, carbon
- Front and rear stripes
- Carbon interior trim

Cockpit
- Full leather Alcantara steering wheel
- Carbon interior trim
FURTHER BMW M6 PRODUCTS OVERVIEW.

Powertrain
- Exhaust system

Cockpit
- Alcantara steering wheel with race display
- Gearshift lever, carbon trim
- Pedal covers, stainless steel
- Floor mats

Exhaust system
- Use in adherence to applicable traffic regulations

BMW X5 M PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

Aerodynamics
- Front splitter, carbon
- Front grille, black
- Side-vents
- Front and rear stripes

Chassis
- 21" Double-spoke 371 M

Cockpit
- aluminium pedal covers
- Alcantara steering wheel

Aluminium pedal covers
Further information on the BMW M Performance product line can be found in the Accessories section of the BMW website.
Your BMW Service Centre will be happy to advise.